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1. Trump style: Open mouth insert foot. This is big. Judge:
Trump statements muddle Freedom of Information suit for
FISA warrants

via @politico

Judge: Trump statements muddle Freedom of Information suit for FISA…
Presidential tweets are at issue in the case.

https://politi.co/2GDXYle

@politico 2. All we need to start the ball rolling on #ReleaseTheIntercepts is a federal

judge who demands them in camera. That will be the end of Trump and IMO about 15

@SenateGOP in the 2016 cycle. First, it's important to remember this FISA suit is to

get at the redacted parts of

3. Carter Page's three traditional FISA order applications. IMO that's interesting but I

don't think I really care about it much. What we want is the meat not the wrapper it

came in. But one thing in the first application IMO is the fact that Page was likely

intercepted

4. under 702 in July when he went to Moscow. Rule of thumb: Don't call Russian

spies, don't call or visit any Russian official in Russia. 702 is warrantless surveillance.

And knucklehead Page was likely picked up talking about Trump and his campaign. I

make it at 95% certain.

5. So now the Kremlin's mole in @TheJusticeDept Billy (looks like Boris Badenov)

Barr who was going to get to the bottom of the "spying" on Comrade Trump has a

problem. He needs to selectively use FISA materials to cover for Trump & GRU

handlers but now a judge is going
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6. to say that means everything has been declassified. 

 

I'm going to try to get a look at the filings and maybe @maddow will spring for the

transcript. This is big.  

 

And it may be all part of why the Dear Leader has gone off his rocker. 😎

@maddow 7. Here is a link to the judge's order denying the USA motion for summary

judgment where the court notes that the Tweeter-in-Chief put his foot in it.
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